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The founding animals of the strain were obtained by Halsey J. From , the progeny of the original
colony were systematically inbred , sibling to sibling, for 26 generations over 15 years. During
this time, the colony passed through the care of a number of scientists, including C. Little and
E. Muller at the University of Texas at Austin. In D. Bailey used some of these to generate a
substrain at the University of California, San Francisco. Snell also provided a colleague, J. Scott
donated stock back, at generation 41, to repopulate the colony. They are also reported as
having a "low mammary tumour incidence, [1] but do develop other types of cancers in later life,
most commonly reticular neoplasms, lung tumours , and renal tumours. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Animal testing Alternatives to animal testing Animal testing regulations
History of animal testing History of model organisms IACUC Laboratory animal sources Pain
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for albinism on a large scale Laboratory mouse strains. Hidden categories: Use dmy dates from
June Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Key traits include a susceptibility to developing the
demyelinating disease upon infection with Theiler's murine encephalomyelitis virus. This strain
was found to be susceptible to infection by Listeria monocytogenes , with a 3 day median time
to death in females Cheers and McKenzie, White et al. Variations were also found in the timeline
of response and cell types most impacted. The Mx genes determine resistance to the lethal
effects of various myxoviruses including neurotropic avian influenza A virus injected
intracerebrally, pneumotropic strains injected intranasally, and a hepatotropic strain injected
intraperitoneally J, J Resistance is not dependent on presence of the thymus and is not
abolished by immunosuppression or by inhibitors of macrophage function J, J, J Resistance is
specific for the orthomyxoviruses J It is dependent on the presence of interferon-alpha and
-beta but not -gamma J Susceptibility alleles do not produce the protein J The protein is located
in the nucleus J and produces its antiviral effect by preventing synthesis of viral mRNA in the
nucleus J Nuclear localization is necessary for anti-influenza virus activity J , but mutations
induced in Mx1 showed that nuclear position was not sufficient for the effect; mutations in
several domains can cause its loss J Resistance is expressed by macrophages and other cells
in vitro J, J but could not be transferred to susceptible animals by transfer of macrophages
from resistant mice J Resistance to infection with two tick-borne viruses, Thogoto virus J and
Dhori virus J , is also conferred by Mx1 r. This large deletion apparently renders the protein
incapable of providing resistance to influenza. Interferon is induced by viral infection and in
turn induces the Mx protein J Although some interferon-induced genes respond directly to virus
invasion as well as indirectly through induction by virus-induced interferon, this primary
response is very weak for the MX-1 protein in response to either influenza or Newcastle disease
viruses J Molecular Note This allele contains a 6 bp microdeletion causing the loss of two
amino acids and truncating the protein to amino acids instead of amino acids. Genetic
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